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ABSTRACT

Recently the IAEA selected a benchmark problem for calculation of radioactivity inventories and dose estimates necessary for fission reactor decommissioning. Several researchers were invited to participate in the solution of this benchmark problem set. The contribution from ORNL is presented herein.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the United States and worldwide, a number of nuclear power and research reactors are currently approaching shutdown status. In the United States the four alternatives for decommissioning are: (1) no immediate action, (2) immediate dismantlement, (3) safe storage followed by deferred dismantlement, and (4) entombment.

Documentation of the selected decommissioning mode along with background information and the rationale used in mode selection must be included in the decommissioning process. Key components in this selection are the quantity, time variation, and spatial distribution of activation products in and around the reactor vessel, which are important both for worker safety (radiation exposure) and planning activities (total Curie inventories and waste classification category). The time variation aspect of this inventory information is key in the selection of which decommissioning mode to choose (most important activation products have half-lives under ten years).

An evaluation of the current status of nuclear data and methods for quantifying activation products for fission reactor decommissioning needs was undertaken by an advisory group to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The advisory group listed a total of four recommendations "in order to improve the nuclear data and the methods of their use for calculation of radioactivity inventories and dose estimates
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necessary for fission reactor decommissioning." One of these recommendations was to establish a
benchmark problem set to allow benchmark tests by various countries to establish calculational accuracies
for activation products in and around a decommissioned fission reactor. The IAEA selected a benchmark
problem corresponding to the decommissioned Japanese Power Demonstration Reactor (JPDR). This
paper describes the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) contribution to this benchmark problem
solution.

II. APPROACH

The problem of in-vessel and ex-vessel activation in fission reactor materials can be analyzed using
a number of different approaches. They typically involve the use of a point-depletion code to quantify the
time-dependent material concentrations while using differing approximations to account for the neutron flux
and cross-section variations spatially. This work utilizes a number of utility tools available within the
SCALE system to study many of these various approximations.

In the most general case, both the neutron fluxes and cross sections are time-dependent and spatial-
dependent. To estimate the effect of variation of the cross sections with time, an existing SCALE module,
SASZH, was used to obtain time-dependent cross sections spatially averaged over the JPDR biological
shield. These resulting average activities can then be scaled based on the neutron flux profile to obtain
estimates of the activity profiles in the biological shield.

A second approach to solving the reactor material activation problem was utilization of several
SCALE utility modules (MALOCS, NITAWL, WINE, and COUPLE) to effectively allow the creation of
specific cross-section libraries for arbitrary spatial points, each of which can then be analyzed using the
point-depletion code ORIGEN-S. This approach allows the study of the importance of cross-section spatial
variations, as well as one-dimensional (1-D) versus two-dimensional (2-D) neutron flux representations.
Using this approach, estimates of the activity profiles in the biological shield were made using both 1-D and
2-D neutron flux solutions for the JPDR pressure vessel and biological shield.

The initial cross-section library utilized in this study was the SCALE 27-neutron-group set based on
ENDF/B-IV data. The cross-section variation studies and initial activation studies were based on this
library. However, a series of 1-D solutions performed with both the 27-group and the VITAMIN-B6
library in 199-neutron groups indicated significant differences. As a result, a 67-neutron-group library was
-generated for final results. This 67-group library was collapsed from the 199-group library with a spectrum
corresponding to the JPDR pressure vessel. The 67-group structure is essentially the BUGLE-934-group structure with 20 thermal groups added.

III. RESULTS

The effect of variations in the cross sections with time was estimated using an existing SCALE
module, SAS2H, to obtain time-dependent cross sections spatially averaged over the JPDR biological
shield. These cross sections were generated as energy-averaged one-group cross sections for the major
activity materials by reactor cycle number. The one-group cross sections in all cases are essentially constant
with time, thus time-dependent cross-section libraries are not necessary in further studies.
Spatial variations in the energy-averaged one-group cross sections were estimated using a procedure similar to the above calculations. The results are shown in Fig. 1 for the primary activity materials in the biological shield. The cross sections are given as a function of distance into the biological shield. It is apparent that an equilibrium spectrum is established rapidly at a distance of 20 to 30 cm into the shield. Thus it appears that an approach of obtaining the average activity in the shield, followed by a scaling based on the flux profile, should produce reasonable activation results. Indeed this approach was attempted with results that compared favorably with the more sophisticated procedures.

After the exploratory studies described above were completed, a procedure was developed to effectively allow cross-section libraries to be generated for any arbitrary location in the reactor facility where flux information is available. The procedure can obtain the flux information based on either 1- or 2-D solutions, generate the appropriate libraries, and execute the point-depletion code for a particular location. A schematic of the 2-D version of this procedure is shown in Fig. 2. This procedure was applied to the JPDR pressure vessel and biological shields using both the 1- and 2-D models included in the benchmark description.

The 1-D results based on the SCALE 27-group library are given in Figs. 3 and 4 for the pressure vessel and biological shields. These results correspond to near the reactor midplane and are compared with the set of measurements nearest to the reactor axial centerline. The 1-D pressure vessel results are up to an order of magnitude smaller than the measurements but have trends similar to the Japanese predictions included in the benchmark description. The results in the biological shield show trends similar to those of the measurements; however, near the surface of the biological shield the predictions underestimate the measurements, while deep into the shield the predictions overestimate the measured activities.

Results from 2-D models generated with the SCALE 27-group library are given in Fig. 5 corresponding to the JPDR pressure vessel and Fig. 6 corresponding to the biological shield. The results in Fig. 6 show trends similar to the measurements as well as the 1-D predictions. While not obvious from comparison of the results in Figs. 3 and 5, the 2-D results are about a factor of 2 higher than the 1-D results. While the 2-D predictions match the measurements in the steel clad region near the reactor midplane, the 2-D calculations are up to a factor of 5 to 6 below the measurements elsewhere.

Two-dimensional results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for various activation materials near the midplane and for $^{60}$Co activation at various axial levels in the JPDR biological shield, respectively. The 2-D results in both figures correspond well with those of the Japanese in that reasonably good agreement with measurements is seen near the front of the biological shield with overpredictions up to a factor of 5 to 10 deep into the shield.

As a result of the differences seen between fine- and broad-group results, a new cross-section library, consisting of 67-neutron groups was generated by collapsing the 199-group library using a JPDR pressure vessel spectrum. The use of this library is then included in the activation procedure as shown in Fig. 2. Prior to this final set of calculations, a slight revised model of the JPDR biological shield was included in the IAEA benchmark description. These revisions include addition of steel rebar information into the concrete biological shield. These final results included the revised concrete materials.

Although only the biological shield configuration was updated, calculations were performed for both the pressure vessel and biological shield to incorporate both the new biological shield specifications and the
updated calculational procedure described above. The latest results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 for the pressure vessel and biological shield, respectively. These results are based on 2-D discrete-ordinates calculations and are, in general, closer to the measurements than the previous results. The pressure vessel results in Fig. 7 match the measurements very closely at the front and near the back of the pressure vessel, while somewhat underpredicting the measurements in the middle of the vessel.

The biological shield predicted results in Fig. 8 are also closer to the measurements than the previous results, for the worst case approximately a factor of 4 to 5 higher as opposed to about a factor of 10 previously. Near the front of the biological shield the agreement between the calculations and measurements is quite good. As the distance into the shield increases, the predictions increase relative to the measurements. The improvement in the results while accounting for the rebar structure in the biological shield is encouraging; however, the agreement is still not very good near the outside of the shield.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Results shown in this work indicate reasonably good agreement between calculated and measured activities in the pressure vessel of the JPDR. However, in the biological shield the latest activation results tend to overpredict the measurements by up to a factor of 4 to 5. The effects of inclusion of the rebar in the biological shield concrete were slight improvements in the activity predictions as compared to the measurements, but not sufficient to bring the results into good agreement. The source of the discrepancy in the biological is still not clearly understood. It is believed to be either the concrete/water densities or possibly a discrepant cross section in the concrete/water materials. A sensitivity analysis should allow for identification of possible primary contributors to the discrepancy, along with a combination with cross-section or density uncertainty information to estimate the uncertainties in the calculated activities in the shield. It would also be beneficial to compare similar activation measurements and predictions for other reactor facilities to see if these trends are seen elsewhere.
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Fig. 1. Spatial variation in 1-group cross sections in the JPDR biological shield.

Fig. 2. JPDR activation calculational procedure.
Fig. 3. One-dimensional $^{60}$Co activation results in the JPDR pressure vessel.

Fig. 4. One-dimensional activation results in the JPDR biological shield.
Fig. 5. Two-dimensional $^{60}$Co activation predictions in the JPDR pressure vessel.

Fig. 6. Two-dimensional activation predictions in the JPDR biological shield.
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Fig. 7. Revised two-dimensional $^{60}$Co activation predictions in the JPDR pressure vessel.
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Fig. 8. Revised two-dimensional activation predictions in the JPDR biological shield.
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